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(2018-2019) S. 2 Half-yearly Exam - General English 

Answer Key (revised on 11/1) 

Total Marks: 160   

Part A: Reading Comprehension (42 Marks) 

 Each answer carries 2 marks, except No. 15 

 If you have included redundant information in your answers, no mark should be awarded. 

 If you copied chunks of information from the reading text directly, no mark should be 

awarded. 

 

1. a. The sixteen hour flight made the writer tired. (2) 

b. Everything in London airport seemed to be strange and new and that made the writer 

excited. (2) 

2. a machine selling novels (2) 

3. The Tower of London serves as a fortress (1) and prison. (1) 

4. times gone by (2)  

  In times gone by (No mark!) 

5. a. The Bloody Tower saddened the writer. (2) 

  (The scary atmosphere created by the dark history of the prison made her feel sad.  No mark!) 

  b. The Jewel House delighted her. (2) 

  (The displays in the Jewel House delighted her.  No mark!) 

6. took my breath away (2) 

7. ancient (2), statues (2) 

8. Monet’s paintings (2) 

9. It is because the Globe Theatre is an open-air theatre, so everyone inside had to stand to watch 

a play. 

10. a. NG    b. F   c. T 

11. jaw-dropping 

12. A giant spider attacked Frodo (in the musical).  

13. quaint 

14. over / more than four hundred years old 

15. (4 marks, 1 mark for any 3 answers)  

A. The Tower of London 

B. The White Tower 

C. The Bloody Tower 

D. The Jewel House  

E. Westminster Abby 

F. Big Ben  

G. The River Thames 

H. The old HMS Belfast, 

I. The Tate Modern 

J. The Globe Theatre  

K. King’s Cross Station 

L. King’s College Chapel 
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Part B: Tenses (16 marks, 1@) 

1. studies 

2. left 

3. was raining 

4. are (we) going 

5. have not arrived / haven’t arrived 

6. have been 

7. am driving 

8. was talking 

9. was thinking 

10. did not stop / didn’t stop 

11. am  

12. have (never) been 

13. Will (he) kill 

14. opened 

15. have waited / have been waiting  

16. Do (you) remember / Don’t you remember 

 

Part C: Active Voice and Passive Voice 

(13 Marks, 1@) 

 

1. use 

2. is defined 

3. was connected 

4. are operated 

5. are (always) used 

6. install 

7. Are (the apps) downloaded 

8. are made 

9. were written 

10. was not / wasn’t done 

11. were (TV programmes) broadcast 

12. are not appreciated 

13. are applied 

 

 

Part D: Relative Clauses (12 marks, 2@) 

 No mark should be awarded if the ‘wh’ words are incorrect. 

 No mark should be awarded if the structures are incorrect. 

 1 mark should be deducted for each minor mistake including punctuation.  

 

1. It is a story about three students, Farhan, Raju and Rancho, who study in the same engineering 

college. 

2. Farhan, who has to follow his parents’ expectations, wants to become a photographer. / 

Farhan, who wants to become a photographer, has to follow his parents’ expectation. 

3. Raju often relies on charms which will bring him luck and success in exams as he believes. 

4. The three friends face many things which make their friendship grow strong.  

5. It shows some of the biggest problems in India which are poor education and the wide wealth 

gap.  

6. Three Idiots is a must-see for teenagers who are also studying at school.  
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Part E: Vocabulary (18 Marks, 1@) 

How I celebrated Christmas in the UK 

 

Thanks to a scholarship given by the university, I got a chance to be an exchange student to the UK and 

stayed there for a semester last year. It was a once-in-a-life-time experience and I’d like to share with 

you all how I (1) celebrated Christmas there. I felt (2) homesick at the beginning of my stay in the UK, 

but I (3) got over it with the help of my loving host family.  

 

Christmas is the most important festival in the UK. We had a Christmas tree in our house. The (4) 

decorating of the tree was a family (5) occasion, with everyone helping. I put some hand-made (6) 

ornaments on the tree and everyone in the family (7) appreciated it. Mark, the father of the host 

family, is an environmentalist. He worked for a (8) non-governmental organization. He could always 

think about some (9) environmentally-friendly ways in everyday life. Before Christmas Eve, he 

suggested we (10) wrap the Christmas presents with old newspapers and magazines instead of brand 

new (11) wrapping paper. He had a point. We also didn’t want to see (12) hundreds of tonnes of waste 

going to the (13) landfill / landfills. So, we took Mark’s advice.  

 

We had our main Christmas meal at lunchtime on Christmas Day. We (14) munched on roast turkey, 

roast vegetables and 'all the trimmings' including carrots and peas, stuffing, bacon and sausages. It 

was (15) served with cranberry sauce and bread sauce. 

 

We opened the Christmas gifts together on Boxing Day. It was a (16) thrilling moment to see my host 

family unwrap the presents that I had prepared for them. I gave everyone a (17) surprise by giving 

them traditional Chinese gifts.  

 

It was really a (18) pleasure to stay with my host family. I wish I could visit them again in the near 

future.  

 

Part F: Reported Speech (6 Marks) 

1. Jacky asked Kelly if she saw / had seen the game the night before / the previous night. 

2. Kelly replied that she didn’t because she had been busy with her homework.  

3. Jacky reminded her that they hadn’t had any homework the previous night / the night before.  

4. Kelly agreed but she added that she liked to do extra work. 

5. Jacky wondered what extra work she had worked on the previous night / the night before. 

6. Kelly told / answered / replied to Jacky that it was everything.  
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Part G: To-infinitives or bare infinitives (10 Marks, 1@) 

1. They saw him jump from the bridge. 

2. You are sick. You had better consult a doctor. 

3. For two weeks she did nothing but bask in the sun. 

4. Do you know how to phone to the USA ? 

5. He'd rather dine out tonight. Why not go to the Cafe Royal? 

6. I prefer to stay at home rather than going out.  

7. You need not go. It’s not necessary for you to attend the meeting. 

8. Her parents won't let her go to the dance. It's so unfair! 

9. We made them apologize. They were so rude! 

10. They were made to apologize because they were rude. 

 

 

Part H: Cloze Summary (28 Marks, 2@) 

 

1. behaving / doing 

2. obedient 

3. teachers 

4. parents  

5. find / figure out  

6. son / child 

7. Canadian 

8. Responsibility / to be responsible  

9. two / some 

10. fun 

11. longer  

12. would 

13. less / smaller / fewer 

14. normal / safe 

 

Part I: Open Cloze (15 Marks, 1@) 

 

1. best 

2. worst 

3. at  

4. grades / marks / results 

5. both 

6. in 

7. doing    (performing  no mark!) 

8. his 

9. did 

10. not 

11. disappointed 

12. than  

13. enthusiasm      (passion  no mark!) 

14. enjoy / like / love 

15. lot 

 

 

 

 

 


